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Abstract. Herman’s self-stabilisation algorithm provides a simple randomised solution to the problem of
recovering from faults in an N -process token ring. However, a precise analysis of the algorithm’s maximum
execution time proves to be surprisingly difficult. McIver & Morgan have conjectured that the worst-case be-
haviour results from a ring configuration of 3 evenly spaced tokens, giving an expected time of approximately
0.15N2. However, the tightest upper bound proved to date is 0.64N2. We apply probabilistic verification
techniques, using the probabilistic model checker PRISM, to analyse the conjecture, showing it to be correct
for all sizes of the ring that can be exhaustively analysed. We furthermore demonstrate that the worst-case
execution time of the algorithm can be reduced by using a biased coin.
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1. Introduction

Self-stabilisation [Dij74] is an approach for designing fault-tolerant systems in a distributed setting. A self-
stabilisation algorithm for a network of processes is a protocol that, starting from an arbitrary initial config-
uration, returns to a “stable” (legal) configuration within a finite number of steps and without any outside
intervention. It is designed to allow the system to recover from transient faults, such as those caused by the
states of individual processes becoming corrupted.

In this paper, we study the self-stabilisation algorithm of Herman [Her90], designed for a token ring of N
synchronous processes. The algorithm is randomised and guarantees that the system eventually self-stabilises
with probability 1. Another important property of the algorithm is the expected time required for stabili-
sation and, in particular, the worst-case expected time from an arbitrary system configuration. Despite the
simplicity of Herman’s algorithm, a precise analysis of this property turns out to be surprisingly difficult.
An upper bound of O(N2) has been proven by several people [MM05, Nak05, FMP06] and recent work
in [KMO+11] established the tightest known upper bound of approximately 0.64N2. McIver and Morgan
[MM05] also provided an exact expression for the expected stabilisation time from any configuration con-
taining 3 tokens and posed an interesting conjecture that the case of 3 tokens spaced evenly around the ring
always yields the worst-case behaviour of the algorithm. However, a proof of this conjecture remains elusive.
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We analyse Herman’s algorithm using probabilistic model checking, which provides a way to formally
specify and verify quantitative system properties, based on the construction and analysis of a finite-state
probabilistic model. We use the probabilistic model checker PRISM [KNP11] to perform an exhaustive
analysis of Herman’s algorithm on all system configurations up to a ring size of N = 21. We show that, in
all these cases, the conjecture of McIver and Morgan does indeed hold. Furthermore, we then use PRISM to
study the performance of the algorithm when using a biased coin, rather than a fair coin. Firstly, we discover
that, in this case, 3 evenly spaced tokens does not always result in worst-case behaviour. More interestingly,
we also find that, by selecting an appropriate coin bias, we can actually improve the performance of the
algorithm, by reducing the worst-case expected stabilisation time.

Related Work. The problem of designing self-stabilising systems has received considerable attention; see
for example [Dol00] for a detailed overview. Other self-stabilisation algorithms include those of Israeli &
Jalfon [IJ90] and Beauquier, Gradinariu & Johnen [BGJ99]; however, both of these are designed for rings
of asynchronous processes, rather than synchronous ones. A general approach for studying dependability
properties of self-stabilisation algorithms, based on metrics that can be evaluated using probabilistic model
checking was presented in [DTC+09].

As stated earlier, Herman’s algorithm has been studied by several people. McIver & Morgan [MM05],
in addition to making the conjecture described above, presented an elementary proof of the O(N2) upper
bound and related this to more general notions of abstraction for probabilistic programs [MM04]. Fribourg
et al. [FMP06] proved the same upper bound, but using the notion of coupling from probability theory.
Nakata, on the other hand, derived a more precise bound (of approximately 0.93N2) based on techniques
for the analysis of coalescing random walks. Most recently, Kiefer et al. [KMO+11] applied techniques
from annihilating particle systems to show an upper bound of approximately 0.64N2. They also show that
stabilisation is significantly faster for specific classes of faults and study an asynchronous version of the
algorithm. Finally, probabilistic model checking of Herman’s algorithm is used as an example in [KNP05],
but only for a subset of the properties considered here, and without studying the effect of biased coins.

2. Herman’s Algorithm

Herman’s self-stabilisation algorithm assumes a network of N identical processes in a ring, indexed 1 to
N and ordered anticlockwise. The protocol operates synchronously, the ring is oriented and N must be
odd. Processes can possess tokens, which are passed unidirectionally around the ring. At every step of the
algorithm, each process with a token decides whether to keep it or pass it on to its right neighbour, with the
decision being based on the outcome of a random coin toss. When two tokens meet (i.e. are held by the same
process), they are both eliminated. Thus, if the number of tokens is initially odd, it always remains odd. A
configuration of the ring is said to be stable if exactly one process has a token. Once a stable configuration
is reached, the token should be passed around the ring forever in a fair manner.

Following the presentation of Herman [Her90], the algorithm can be implemented using a single bit for
each process. More precisely, the state of process i is represented by a bit xi and i	 1 denotes the index of
process i’s left (clockwise) neighbour. Process i is said to have a token if its bit xi equals xi	1. At each step
of the algorithm, process i checks the values of xi and xi	1 for equality. If the values differ, then process i
inverts its bit, making it the same as its neighbour (xi := xi	1); if the values are the same, then process i
randomly sets xi to either 0 (with probability p) or 1 (with probability 1−p).

Figure 1 shows an example of two successive steps of the algorithm for N = 9 processes. We use xi and
xi to indicate that process i’s bit is 1 or 0, respectively, and draw shaded grey circles to indicate processes
that have tokens. Initially, processes 1, 4 and 6 have tokens; thus, each of the other six processes set their
bit equal to their left neighbour’s, while processes 1, 4 and 6 set their bits randomly. In the example, they
select values 0, 1 and 1, respectively. The resulting configuration is shown in the centre of Figure 1. Now,
processes 1, 5 and 6 have tokens, i.e. process 4 has passed its token to process 5. In the second step, processes
1, 5 and 6 randomly select values 1, 1 and 0, respectively. This means that process 6 keeps its token, but
process 5’s token is passed to the right, resulting in the elimination of both them. In the subsequent (stable)
configuration, only process 1 has a token.
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Fig. 1. Example successive configurations of Herman’s ring for N = 9; we write xi and xi to denote the fact
that bit xi is 1 or 0, respectively; processes with a token are shaded grey.

3. Probabilistic Model Checking

Probabilistic model checking is an approach for formally verifying systems with stochastic behaviour. It
works by constructing and analysing a probabilistic model of the system. In this paper, we assume that
models are discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs), which specify the probability of making a transition from
one system state to another. Formally, we have the following definition.

Definition 1 (Discrete-time Markov chain). A discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) is a tuple D =
(S, S̄,P, L) where S is a (finite) set of states, S̄ ⊆ S is a set of possible initial states, P : S×S → [0, 1] is
a transition probability matrix satisfying

∑
s′∈S P(s, s′) = 1 for all s ∈ S, and L : S → 2AP is a labelling

function mapping each state to a set of atomic propositions taken from a set AP .

An execution of a DTMC D = (S, S̄,P, L) is represented by a path, which is an infinite sequence of states
ω = s0s1s2 . . . such that P(si, si+1)>0 for all i ≥ 0. To reason about the likelihood of certain events occurring,
we define, in standard fashion [KSK76], a probability measure Prs over the set of all paths starting from a
given state s. Events of interest are then defined as measurable sets of paths.

We formally specify properties to be verified against DTMCs using probabilistic temporal logics such as
PCTL [HJ94] or PCTL* [ASB+95]. A key element of these logics is the probabilistic operator P. A formula
P./ p[ψ], where ./ ∈ {≤, <,≥, >}, p is a probability and ψ is a path formula, asserts that the probability of
ψ being true (starting from some state s) satisfies the bound ./ p. Typical examples are:

• P≥1[ F “terminate” ] – “the algorithm eventually terminates with probability 1”;

• P≥0.98[ G≤60 ¬“fail” ] – “with probability at least 0.98, no failures occur within the first 60 steps”.

We also use rewards (or, equivalently, costs) to specify additional system properties, such as those concerning
resource usage. A reward structure r : S×S → R≥0 augments the transitions of a DTMC with (non-negative)
reward values. We then specify properties using an R operator [KNP07], which takes a similar form to the P
operator from above. This refers to the expected amount of reward accumulated over a system’s execution.
For example, using a simple reward structure time that assigns a reward of 1 to all transitions, we have:

• Rtime
<20 [ F “terminate” ] – “the expected termination time of the algorithm is less than 20 seconds”;

For both the P and R operators, we also adopt a quantitative (numerical) form, which simply returns the
actual probability or expected reward value, rather than comparing it to a specified threshold:

• P=?[ F “terminate” ] – “what is the probability of the algorithm eventually terminating?”;

• Rtime
=? [ F “terminate” ] – “what is the expected time taken for the algorithm to terminate?”.

Model checking for the properties given above reduces to a combination of graph-based algorithms (e.g.,
determining the set of states from which a target set can be reached) and numerical computation (typically
solving linear equation systems). See, for example, [KNP07, BK08] for details.
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4. Probabilistic Verification of Herman’s Algorithm

We now describe how to model and analyse Herman’s algorithm using probabilistic model checking. In
particular, we will use the probabilistic model checker PRISM [KNP11]. We first show how the algorithm
can be modelled and then describe the verification of various properties, focusing first on the correctness of
the algorithm and then its performance, specifically its expected execution time. Finally, we use PRISM to
evaluate the influence that a biased coin has on the performance of the algorithm.

4.1. Modelling

It is straightforward to model Herman’s self-stabilisation algorithm as a DTMC. For N processes, and
assuming that the algorithm works with a fair coin (i.e. p = 1

2 ), we use a DTMC D = (S, S̄,P, L) where:

• S = {0, 1}N , i.e. each state is a vector x = (x1, . . . , xN ), where the ith element corresponds to the value
of process i’s bit;

• S̄ = S, i.e. the system can start in any of its possible states;

• P : S×S → [0, 1] is such that, for any states x=(x1, . . . , xN ) and y=(y1, . . . , yN ) we have P(x, y) =∏N
i=1 δ((xi	1, xi), yi) where, for x, x′, y ∈ {0, 1}:

δ((x′, x), y) =

 1 if x 6=x′ and y=x′
1
2 if x=x′

0 otherwise;

• the set of atomic propositions is AP = {token1, . . . , tokenN , stable} and, for any state x=(x1, . . . , xN ),
we have tokeni ∈ L(x) if xi	1=xi and stable ∈ L(x) if exactly one of {token1, . . . , tokenN} is in L(x).

Returning to the example steps of the algorithm shown in Figure 1 (where N=9), the corresponding path
fragment of the DTMC is (101100101)(010110010)(101010101) where:

P((101100101), (010110010)) = 1
2 ·1·1·

1
2 ·1·

1
2 ·1·1·1 = 1

8

P((010110010), (101010101)) = 1
2 ·1·1·

1
2 ·

1
2 ·1·1·1·1 = 1

8 .

We next introduce a PRISM language description for this DTMC model of Herman’s algorithm. Models in
PRISM are described in a high-level language based on guarded commands. The basic components of the
modelling language are modules and variables. A system model is defined by specifying a set of modules,
each of whom’s state is represented by a finite number of variables. The behaviour of each module is given
by a set of guarded commands of the form:

[<action>] <guard> → <prob> : <update> + · · · + <prob> : <update>;

The action label is used to force modules to synchronise (i.e. execute their commands simultaneously) and
the guard is a predicate over all the variables of the model, indicating when the command is enabled. The
updates describe the probabilistic transitions that the module can make when the command is executed, i.e.
the changes made to its own variables; primed variables indicate the next values of variables.

A PRISM model of Herman’s algorithm, for the case N=5, is shown in Figure 2 (left). We have one module
for each process, and one variable for each module. Since the algorithm is synchronous, each command is
labelled with the same action step, ensuring that all modules synchronise at each stage of the algorithm. The
model description uses module renaming since the modules of processes 2, . . . , 5 are identical in structure to
the module for process 1. The fact that all possible system configurations can be initial states is expressed
using the init . . . endinit construct. The model includes a reward structure time, which we will use to
reason about the expected execution time of the algorithm. This is measured in terms of the number of
steps performed, so it assigns a reward of 1 to every transition of the model. We also include a formula that
calculates the number of tokens in a state, and then use this to define a label (an atomic proposition) for
the stable configurations, i.e. states in which there is precisely one token. Figure 2 also shows the size of the
resulting DTMC when constructed by PRISM, for varying N .
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dtmc

const double p = 0.5;

module process1

x1 : [0..1];

[step] (x1=x5) → p : (x1 ′=0) + 1− p : (x1 ′=1);
[step] !(x1=x5) → (x1 ′=x5);

endmodule

module process2 = process1 [ x1=x2 , x5=x1 ] endmodule
module process3 = process1 [ x1=x3 , x5=x2 ] endmodule
module process4 = process1 [ x1=x4 , x5=x3 ] endmodule
module process5 = process1 [ x1=x5 , x5=x4 ] endmodule

// Set of initial states: all possible configurations
init true endinit

// Reward structure for time (number of steps)
rewards “time”

[step] true : 1;
endrewards

// Formula/label for use in properties
formula num tokens = (x1=x5?1:0) + (x2=x1?1:0)+

(x3=x2?1:0) + (x4=x3?1:0) + (x5=x4?1:0);
label “stable” = (num tokens=1);

N States Transitions

3 8 28
5 32 244
7 128 2, 188
9 512 19, 684

11 2, 048 177, 148
13 8, 192 1, 594, 324
15 32, 768 14, 348, 908
17 131, 072 129, 140, 164
19 524, 288 1, 162, 261, 468
21 2, 097, 152 10, 460, 353, 204

Fig. 2. Left: PRISM code for N=5; Right: Statistics showing model size as N varies.

4.2. Correctness

We begin by verifying that the protocol is correct, namely that, from any initial state, the ring eventually
reaches a stable configuration with probability 1. In fact, it is relatively straightforward to prove that this
property holds for any value of N (and any value of p) [Her90]. However, for completeness, we illustrate how
this can checked using PRISM (for fixed N). The required property is given by:

P≥1[ F “stable” ]

where “stable”, as shown in Figure 2, identifies states of the model with one token. This property, along with
the others that we will use in this section are also summarised in Table 1 for reference.

Since this a qualitative property (meaning that the probability bound is 0 or 1), model checking reduces to
an analysis of the underlying graph of the DTMC, i.e., the exact probability values labelling its transitions are
not important. This makes verification relatively efficient (compared to properties that also require numerical
computation). Furthermore, PRISM’s symbolic implementation (using binary decision diagrams) allows the
analysis to be performed for a large range of values of N . For example, in the case where N = 31, and the
DTMC has 231 = 2, 147, 483, 648 states, the model can be built and verified in under a second.

We also consider a second correctness property, namely that, after a stable configuration is reached,
the token is passed around the ring in a fair manner. Since we already know that a stable configuration is
reached with probability 1, to verify this property, it suffices to check that (from any possible initial state)
each process gets a token infinitely often with probability 1. Formally this can be expressed by:

P≥1[∧Ni=1(G F “tokeni”) ]

where “tokeni” is true for states in which xi = xi	1.
As already mentioned, for qualitative properties such as the ones given here, the actual probability values

of the DTMC are not used during the analysis. Therefore, although we have to specify a fixed value of the
probability p to PRISM, it in fact follows from the definition of the model that checking for one value of
p ∈ (0, 1) implies that the above two properties hold for all values of p ∈ (0, 1).
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N Upper PRISM Lower
3 5.76 1.333333332 1.333333333 0.263374486
5 16 3.199998905 3.703703704 2.032210537
7 31.36 6.857134609 7.259259259 7.806939999
9 51.84 11.99996785 12 21.33333333
11 77.44 17.45446768 17.92592593 47.60575116
13 108.16 24.6152048 25.03703704 92.86714424
15 144 33.33301784 33.33333333 164.6090535
17 184.96 42.35238389 42.81481481 271.57161
19 231.04 53.05174199 53.48148148 423.743535
21 282.24 65.33052023 65.33333333 632.3621399
23 338.56 78.37037037 909.9133262
25 400 92.59259259 1270.131586
27 466.56 108 1728
29 538.24 124.5925926 2299.750241
31 615.04 142.3703704 3002.862572
33 696.96 161.3333333 3856.065844
35 784 181.4814815 4879.337499
37 876.16 202.8148148 6093.903572
39 973.44 225.3333333 7522.238683
41 1075.84 249.037037 9188.066047
43 1183.36 273.9259259 11116.35747
45 1296 300 13333.33333
47 1413.76 327.2592593 15866.46263
49 1536.64 355.7037037 18744.46294
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(a) Worst-case expected times from PRISM; with lower and
upper bounds from [MM05] and [KMO+11], respectively.

k 1 3 5 7 9
21 0 65.33052023 63.21436462 61.15782584 59.16349734
19 0 53.05174199 51.12465868 49.25962837 47.13692855
17 0 42.35238389 40.63482238 38.61304614 36.73564883
15 0 33.33301784 31.4148274 29.64132868 28.0197343
13 0 24.6152048 23.00041425 21.53320876 19.89882065
11 0 17.45446768 16.17656935 14.67560706 13.70221632
9 0 11.99996785 10.46575697 9.436363028 8.921588312
7 0 6.857134609 5.973468572 5.493321216
5 0 3.199998905 2.93333252
3 0 1.333333332
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27
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(b) Worst-case expected times, over initial configurations
containing k tokens

Fig. 3. Worst-case expected time for self-stabilisation.

4.3. Execution Time

Next, we consider a more interesting property of Herman’s algorithm: the expected amount of time required
for its execution, i.e. the expected number of steps required until stabilisation occurs. From a fixed initial
configuration of the ring, this corresponds to the PRISM query:

Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ]

where time denotes the reward structure shown in Figure 2 that assigns 1 to every transition of the model.
Unlike the formulas used in the previous section, this is a quantitative property, whose verification requires
numerical computation to be performed; here, this amounts to the solution of a linear equation system.

Of particular interest is the worst-case expected stabilisation time, from any possible initial configuration.
We can check this with PRISM in a similar fashion. In fact, computationally, this is no more expensive than
the previous property, since verification of that property proceeds by computing the expected time from all
states of the model. In PRISM’s property specification language, the required query uses a filter :

filter(max , Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ], “init”) .

A filter takes the form filter(op, prop, states), where op is a (commutative and associative) operator, prop is
an (arbitrary) PRISM property and states is a Boolean-valued PRISM property. The filter applies operator
op to values of prop over all states of the model that satisfy states.

A lower bound on the worst-case expected time for Herman’s algorithm can be established from the
results of McIver and Morgan [MM05]. They show that, for an initial configuration containing 3 tokens, the
expected stabilisation time is 4abc/N , where a, b and c are the distances between the three tokens. The
worst 3-token configuration, i.e. the one from which the execution time is the highest, is where the tokens
are distributed evenly (or as evenly as possible) throughout the ring. In this case, since a+b+c = N , the
execution time is 4

27N
2 ≈ 0.15N2, which provides us with a lower bound on the worst-case expected time.

McIver and Morgan also conjecture that this scenario actually constitutes the worst case over all possible
initial configurations. However, a proof of this statement remains elusive.

The tightest upper bound on the worst-case time provided so far comes from recent work by Kiefer et al.

[KMO+11], who prove a bound of (π
2

2 −
116
27 )N2 ≈ 0.64N2. In Figure 3(a), we show results obtained from

PRISM using the query given above, for values of N between 3 and 21, along with the lower and upper
bounds from the results of [MM05] and [KMO+11], respectively. Notice that the worst-case times coincide
precisely with the lower bound, corroborating the conjecture of [MM05].

The fact that worst-case expected times always result from configurations with 3 tokens (for N=3, . . . , 21)
is more clearly illustrated using the following query:

filter(max , Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ],num tokens=k)
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p 3 5 7 9 11
p=0.1 3.703703704 8.888875205 19.04751642 33.33302321 48.48410932
p=0.15 2.614379085 6.274503834 13.44533767 23.52925784 34.22424385
p=0.2 2.083333333 4.999996646 10.71425877 18.7499168 27.27252113
p=0.3 1.587301587 3.809521805 8.16325072 14.28567043 20.77909935
p=0.5 1.333333332 3.199998905 6.857134609 11.99996785 17.45446768

0.1 0.15 0.2
N p=0.1 (3 tokens)p=0.1 (all) p=0.15 (3 tokens)p=0.15 (all) p=0.2 (3 tokens)

3 3.703703704 3.703703704 2.614379085 2.614379085 2.083333333
5 10.28806584 8.888875205 7.262164125 6.274503834 5.787037037
7 20.16460905 19.04751642 14.23384168 13.44533767 11.34259259
9 33.33333333 33.33302321 23.52941176 23.52925784 18.75

11 49.79423868 48.48410932 35.14887436 34.22424385 28.00925926
13 69.5473251 68.37457713 49.09222948 48.26473668 39.12037037
15 92.59259259 92.58986761 65.35947712 65.35816806 52.08333333
17 118.9300412 118.93004 83.95061728 83.04275843 66.89814815
19 148.5596708 148.55967 104.86565 104.86565 83.56481481
21 181.4814815 181.48148 128.1045752 128.10458 102.0833333
23 217.6954733 153.6673929 122.4537037
25 257.2016461 181.5541031 144.6759259
27 300 211.7647059 168.75
29 346.090535 244.2992012 194.6759259
31 395.473251 279.157589 222.4537037
33 448.1481481 316.3398693 252.0833333
35 504.1152263 355.8460421 283.5648148
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Fig. 4. Worst-case expected times in the “random pass” model for various values of p; individual points are
obtained from PRISM and dotted lines show times for the worst 3-token configuration, from [KMO+11].

which gives the maximum expected time from k-token configurations. Figure 3(b) shows the results as the
value of k varies.

Lastly, we note that, since PRISM performs an exhaustive search and analysis of the models it constructs,
it can also report precisely which states result in the worst-case times. For all models analysed, these states
are the ones proposed in [MM05], i.e. those in which the three tokens are evenly spaced around the ring.

4.4. Biased Coins

To complete our analysis of Herman’s algorithm, we consider how its performance varies for different values
of the probability p, used to randomise the processes’ choices at each step. Herman’s original presentation of
the algorithm includes p as a parameter, but the analysis of expected time assumes a fair coin (i.e. p = 0.5).
We will show in this section that the worst-case performance can actually be improved using a biased coin.

Some previous analyses of Herman’s algorithm do consider variations in p, including [KMO+11]. However,
there is a subtlety to be aware of in the way that biased coins are introduced. Our presentation of the
algorithm, and our corresponding model in PRISM, follow the original description of Herman [Her90]: when
process i has a token (i.e. xi=xi	1), he sets his bit xi to 0 with probability p and to 1 with probability
1 − p. If p = 0.5, as used in the analysis of [Her90], then an equivalent interpretation of the algorithm is
as follows: when process i has a token, he passes it to his neighbour with probability p; if this results in
a process possessing two tokens, then both are removed. We will refer to these two interpretations of the
algorithm as the “random-bit” model and “random-pass” model, respectively.

In the case where p 6= 0.5, however, these two interpretations do not coincide. When using the “random
pass” model, in each state where a process has a token, the probability of him passing it to his neighbour is
fixed and equals probability p. On the other hand, when using the “random-bit” model, his actions depend
on both the relationship between his bit and his neighbour’s (i.e. whether he has a token) and the actual
current value of his bit. For example, in the case where a process’s bit does equal that of his neighbour, the
probability of him passing his token is:

Prob[passes token] =

 (1−p)2+p2 if left neighbour has a token
p if left neighbour does not have a token and current bit value is 1

1−p if left neighbour does not have a token and current bit value is 0.

From the above, it is clear that, for p = 0.5, the probability of passing a token is fixed at 0.5; however,
for any other value of p ∈ (0, 1), the three probability values in the expression are distinct. It is also worth
noting that, for any p 6= 0.5, when its left neighbour has a token, the probability of passing on the token is
strictly greater than 0.5.

Our analysis will focus mainly on the “random bit” model (which is the one shown in the PRISM code in
Figure 2), however, we briefly also consider the “random pass” version, which is the one studied in [KMO+11].
Our PRISM model is easily adapted to this version by replacing the first command in module process1 with:

[step] (x1 =x5 ) → p : (x1 ′=1−x1 ) + 1− p : (x1 ′=x1);
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p N=15 N=13 N=11 N=9 N=7
0.01 314.5583462 256.1651433 202.8757606 154.4754255 110.6065162
0.02 160.9939356 130.7136335 103.2840692 78.43504136 55.99512268
0.03 111.2281627 88.97468045 70.14141913 53.12297038 37.81004642
0.04 86.46629263 68.16814182 53.61383426 40.49460727 28.73244938
0.05 71.7109855 55.73699277 43.73393505 32.94075894 23.29833371
0.06 61.96317624 47.49550138 37.17917026 27.92493697 19.68635724
0.07 55.08033182 41.84401729 32.52557453 24.3600877 17.1159297
0.08 49.99136598 37.74414054 29.30303381 21.95536943 15.19675548
0.09 46.10133175 34.60142303 26.8791501 20.19966404 13.71200285
0.1 43.05330853 32.17917524 24.97145649 18.81647625 12.53157473
0.11 40.62032257 30.27747021 23.44008829 17.70474417 11.57266979
0.12 38.65097367 28.79413397 22.19169942 16.79713945 10.78008929
0.13 37.04060454 27.57973638 21.1617288 16.04699579 10.11560828
0.14 35.71439732 26.57817194 20.30399339 15.4209571 9.551929068
0.15 34.61761263 25.74832308 19.58459866 14.8945589 9.069017855
0.16 33.70911469 25.05932846 18.97812166 14.44940292 8.651853789
0.17 32.95742681 24.48761157 18.46505882 14.0714089 8.288934692
0.18 32.33808805 24.01477326 18.03022708 13.74956943 8.055507916
0.19 31.83171251 23.6262862 17.69914952 13.47517488 7.880768922
0.2 31.42269518 23.31044224 17.43504652 13.24118745 7.729947636
0.21 31.09833815 23.05771497 17.21768245 13.04189883 7.599629146
0.22 30.8481408 22.86025019 17.04099505 12.8725641 7.487004491
0.23 30.66332335 22.71143021 16.89995394 12.72921915 7.389733461
0.24 30.53636269 22.60564674 16.79025297 12.6085049 7.305845552
0.25 30.46080812 22.53806237 16.70821167 12.50754139 7.233664759
0.26 30.43092012 22.50445987 16.65058287 12.42383098 7.171751805
0.27 30.44167546 22.50103523 16.61454333 12.35519276 7.11886405
0.28 30.48844075 22.52442081 16.59751465 12.29966717 7.073902359
0.29 30.56696354 22.57147247 16.59720105 12.25553341 7.035914341
0.3 30.67325415 22.63927613 16.61145329 12.22120997 7.00404185
0.31 30.80351244 22.7250753 16.63826749 12.19525459 6.977517952
0.32 30.95407008 22.82622875 16.67579226 12.17636585 6.955662645
0.33 31.12134596 22.94017772 16.72222928 12.16331523 6.937845794
0.34 31.30184148 23.06442176 16.77586684 12.15496852 6.923509533
0.35 31.49200877 23.19650209 16.8350546 12.15025905 6.912132834
0.36 31.68843047 23.33399213 16.89819595 12.14821486 6.903242866
0.37 31.88760032 23.47449451 16.96374433 12.147903 6.896402634
0.38 32.08612057 23.61566415 17.03020334 12.14846193 6.891223141
0.39 32.28064034 23.75513815 17.09613002 12.14909211 6.88733741
0.4 32.46779106 23.89066744 17.16014109 12.14905679 6.884414833
0.41 32.6444191 24.02005778 17.22092153 12.14768382 6.882155881
0.42 32.80739563 24.14121155 17.2772352 12.14435979 6.880287653
0.43 32.95385837 24.2521534 17.32793683 12.13856737 6.878578562
0.44 33.08114469 24.35105767 17.37198491 12.12983682 6.876815131
0.45 33.18689501 24.43627682 17.40845492 12.11778413 6.874817683
0.46 33.26898278 24.50636936 17.43655205 12.10210533 6.872436482
0.47 33.32570195 24.56012577 17.45562322 12.08257903 6.869551914
0.48 33.35580472 24.59659203 17.46515438 12.05906027 6.866071334
0.49 33.3583854 24.61508862 17.46483176 12.03151454 6.861942897
0.5 33.33301784 24.6152048 17.45446768 11.99996785 6.857134609
0.51 33.35838433 24.61508653 17.46482851 12.0315193 6.861944586
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(a) Worst-case expected time for N = 3, . . . , 15 (assuming
the “random bit” model).

p N=15 (rand. pass)N=15 (rand. bit)N=13 (rand. pass)N=13 (rand. bit)N=11 (rand. pass)
0.01 841.513952 314.5583462 621.4672358 256.1651433 440.7039625
0.02 425.1099257 160.9939356 313.9379563 130.7136335 222.6175035
0.03 286.3416265 111.2281627 211.4572533 88.97468045 149.9455279
0.04 216.9984292 86.46629263 160.247861 68.16814182 113.6320961
0.05 175.4285792 71.7109855 129.5490347 55.73699277 91.86324543
0.06 147.7470587 61.96317624 109.1068725 47.49550138 77.36748944
0.07 128.00295 55.08033182 94.526203 41.84401729 67.0283141
0.08 113.2204955 49.99136598 83.6097565 37.74414054 59.28740788
0.09 101.7467922 46.10133175 75.13669978 34.60142303 53.27917867
0.1 92.58986761 43.05330853 68.37457713 32.17917524 48.48410932

0.11 85.11855874 40.62032257 62.85725033 30.27747021 44.57177811
0.12 78.91214073 38.65097367 58.27400558 28.79413397 41.32179948
0.13 73.67941007 37.04060454 54.4097376 27.57973638 38.58166995
0.14 69.21224833 35.71439732 51.1108544 26.57817194 36.24243788
0.15 65.35816806 34.61761263 48.26473668 25.74832308 34.22424385
0.16 62.00276796 33.70911469 45.78689522 25.05932846 32.46723274
0.17 59.05869087 32.95742681 43.61277512 24.48761157 30.92556986
0.18 56.45791691 32.33808805 41.69218505 24.01477326 29.56368997
0.19 54.14681759 31.83171251 39.98551883 23.6262862 28.35348413
0.2 52.08251556 31.42269518 38.46107697 23.31044224 27.27252113

0.21 50.23028246 31.09833815 37.0932813 23.05771497 26.30261576
0.22 48.5618153 30.8481408 35.86119396 22.86025019 25.42894272
0.23 47.05372164 30.66332335 34.74750908 22.71143021 24.63921237
0.24 45.68649511 30.53636269 33.73785459 22.60564674 23.92329137
0.25 44.44385696 30.46080812 32.82020661 22.53806237 23.27257475
0.26 43.31198817 30.43092012 31.9843343 22.50445987 22.67988437
0.27 42.27918366 30.44167546 31.22167418 22.50103523 22.13907137
0.28 41.33547836 30.48844075 30.52475943 22.52442081 21.64489844
0.29 40.47224623 30.56696354 29.88729892 22.57147247 21.19286782
0.3 39.68207875 30.67325415 29.3037713 22.63927613 20.77909935

0.31 38.95855856 30.80351244 28.76948667 22.7250753 20.40024834
0.32 38.29614119 30.95407008 28.28030072 22.82622875 20.05336181
0.33 37.68992916 31.12134596 27.83264581 22.94017772 19.73592454
0.34 37.13564012 31.30184148 27.42333589 23.06442176 19.44569463
0.35 36.62964895 31.49200877 27.04966814 23.19650209 19.1807229
0.36 36.16859408 31.68843047 26.70918658 23.33399213 18.93929994
0.37 35.74964271 31.88760032 26.39982065 23.47449451 18.7199255
0.38 35.37031231 32.08612057 26.11969078 23.61566415 18.52128288
0.39 35.02836611 32.28064034 25.86716898 23.75513815 18.34221748
0.4 34.72187492 32.46779106 25.64083032 23.89066744 18.18173319

0.41 34.44915545 32.6444191 25.43945267 24.02005778 18.0389201
0.42 34.20874594 32.80739563 25.26191464 24.14121155 17.91304037
0.43 33.9993856 32.95385837 25.10730581 24.2521534 17.80340662
0.44 33.81999751 33.08114469 24.97485197 24.35105767 17.70948204
0.45 33.66970432 33.18689501 24.86384178 24.43627682 17.63076432
0.46 33.54769781 33.26898278 24.7737634 24.50636936 17.56688884
0.47 33.45343616 33.32570195 24.70415222 24.56012577 17.5175269
0.48 33.38642991 33.35580472 24.65464854 24.59659203 17.48243784
0.49 33.3463548 33.3583854 24.62505387 24.61508862 17.4614518
0.5 33.33301784 33.33301784 24.6152048 24.6152048 17.45446768

0.51 33.34635494 33.35838433 24.62505401 24.61508653 17.46145192
0.52 33.3864302 33.35580366 24.65464883 24.59658759 17.48243809
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(b) Worst-case expected time for both versions (“random
bit” and “random pass”), where N = 11, . . . , 15.

Fig. 5. Worst-case expected time for varying probability p.
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(c) N = 11

Fig. 6. Magnified portions of the plots from Figure 5(a) for ring sizes 7, 9 and 11.

The analysis of [KMO+11] generalises the expression given in [MM05] for the expected time required from
3-token configurations to abc/p(1−p)N , where a, b and c are the distances between the tokens. In Figure 4,
we plot the worst-case expected times over all configurations of the “random pass” model, computed by
PRISM, against the worst-case expected timed for a 3-token configuration, obtained from the expression
above. It appears that, as for the case where p = 0.5, a 3-token configuration again always results in the
worst-case behaviour.

Now, we consider the “random bit” model. Figure 5(a) shows the worst-case expected time over all
configurations as p varies and for a range of values of N . Interestingly, we observe that, for N ≤ 9, setting p
to 0.5 results in the minimum worst-case expected time, but for larger values of N , this is not the case. In
fact, for N > 9, we can actually improve the worst-case behaviour of the algorithm by using a biased coin
with an appropriate value of p. By contrast, in the “random pass” version of the algorithm, the worst-case
time is always minimised by choosing p = 0.5 and is higher than for the “random bit” model. Figure 5(b)
illustrates this comparison for ring sizes 11, 13 and 15.

Also, whereas the worst-case time for the “random pass” model appears to be given by the simple
expression abc/p(1−p)N (i.e. assuming that the 3-token case is worst), the times for the “random bit” model
follow a more complex pattern. This can be seen in Figure 6, which magnifies several of the plots from
Figure 5(a) around the central point p=0.5.

Finally, we observe that, in the “random bit” model, 3-token configurations do not always result in the
worst-case behaviour. The PRISM query:

filter(range,num tokens,filter(argmax , Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ], “init”))

reveals the different possible numbers of the tokens that occur in the configurations yielding maximum
expected times. For all values of N we considered, the worst-case number of tokens appears to be unique for
each value of p, but varies between 3 and N for different values of p.
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Table 1. Summary of the PRISM properties used in the paper.

Name PRISM notation Meaning

“terminate” P≥1[ F “stable” ]
A stable configuration is eventually reached
with probability 1.

“fairness” P≥1[∧Ni=1(G F “tokeni”) ]
Each process gets a token infinitely often
with probability 1.

“exp time” Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ]

Expected time (number of steps) until
stabilisation.

“worst time” filter(max , Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ], “init”)

Worst-case expected time until
stabilisation, from any initial configuration.

“worst time k” filter(max , Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ],num tokens=k)

Worst-case expected time until stabilisation,
from any initial configuration with k tokens.

“worst states” filter(argmax , Rtime
=? [ F “stable” ], “init”)

True if a state results in the worst-case
expected time until stabilisation.

“worst tokens” filter(range,num tokens, “worst states”)
Range of values of the number of tokens in
states satisfying property “worst states”.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we applied probabilistic model checking to analyse a simple randomised self-stabilisation
algorithm due to Herman [Her90]. In particular, we investigated the worst-case expected time required for
the algorithm to execute, providing experimental evidence to corroborate the unproven conjecture of McIver
and Morgan [MM05] that 3 tokens, spaced evenly around the ring, always yields the maximum execution
time. We also studied the effect of using a based coin in the algorithm, discovering that this can actually
improve the worst-case behaviour of the algorithm.

This example gives a good illustration of the benefits of probabilistic model checking. Firstly, it provides
languages, techniques and tools that make it simple to model probabilistic systems and then analyse a
variety of quantitative properties against them. Another key advantage of the approach is that it performs
an exhaustive analysis: in this case, that amounts to computing values of a given property for all system
configurations, then determining the maximum possible value and identifying the precise configurations that
yield this value. By contrast, other analysis methods, such as those based on Monte Carlo simulation, are
unable to perform an exhaustive analysis of this kind.

On the other hand, a disadvantage is that probabilistic model checking is typically restricted to analysing
finite-state models. Furthermore, the size of such models that can be analysed is in practice always limited by
the amount of time and space available. In this paper, the largest models for which we studied quantitative
properties (that require numerical solution) contained about 2 million states and 10 billion transitions. In
this instance, PRISM’s symbolic engines can handle these (and slightly larger) models without problems;
the limiting factor is actually the time required to solve the models. But, more typically, it is the model size
that represents the bottleneck in terms of scalability.

Progress has been made in recent years on the development of techniques to automatically construct
finite abstractions of large or infinite-state probabilistic models [HWZ08, KKNP10]. However, for a com-
prehensive analysis of systems like Herman’s algorithm, we really require automated tools and techniques
that can perform a parametric verification of the algorithm, i.e. for an arbitrary number of processes N .
This represents a very challenging area of future work. On the other hand, promising steps have been taken
[HHZ11] in the related problem of computing symbolic results expressed in terms of model parameters that
affect probabilities (e.g. p in Herman’s algorithm), rather than the size of the model.
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